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Abstract −  In our study, we develop a finite element model based on Archard's wear law to predict the cumu-

lative wear and the evolution of the tool profile in friction stir welding (FSW) applications. Our model considers 

the rotational and translational behaviors of the tool, providing a comprehensive description of the wear process. 

We validate the accuracy of our model by comparing it against experimental results, examining both the pre-

dicted cumulative wear and the resulting changes to the tool profile caused by wear. We perform a detailed com-

parison between the predictions of the model and experimental data by manipulating non-dimensional 

coefficients comprising model parameters, such as element sizes and time increments. This comparison facilitates 

the identification of a specific non-dimensional coefficient condition that best replicates the experimentally 

observed cumulative wear. We also directly compare the worn tool profiles predicted by the model using this spe-

cific non-dimensional coefficient condition with the profiles obtained from wear experiments. Through this pro-

cess, we identify the model settings that yield a tool wear profile closely aligning with the experimental results. 

Our research demonstrates that carefully selecting non-dimensional coefficients can significantly enhance the 

predictive accuracy of finite element models for tool wear in FSW processes. The results from our study hold 

potential implications for enhancing tool longevity and welding quality in industrial applications.
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1. Introduction

Welding of lightweight metals such as aluminium is       

widely used in aerospace, automotive, and shipbuilding      

industries. Recently, friction stir welding (FSW) has      

gained popularity as a solid-state welding technique      

that utilizes a rotating welding tool to provide superior     

weld quality and mechanical performance[1]. However,     

during the FSW process, the tool experiences frictional     

heat and pressure, leading to wear on the tool surface     

[2]. This wear phenomenon significantly reduces the tool's     

lifespan and negatively impacts weld quality[3,4].

To enhance the quality of friction stir welding, it is     

crucial to study and evaluate the tool wear characteristics.     

However, most tool wear studies to date have relied     

on experimental approaches [5-7], which are time-     

consuming and costly, making it challenging to conduct     

repetitive experiments. Overcoming these limitations    
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calls for analytical studies that can analyse tool wear        

behavior. Furthermore, providing guidelines that account     

for factors such as mesh size and wear progression        

time, which are sensitive to wear analysis, holds       

significance.

Therefore, in this study, we aim to develop a        

numerical model capable of calculating cumulative     

wear and obtaining the tool wear profile in friction        

stir welding.

2. Finite Element Analysis Model for Wear

This study investigated the wear behavior of a       

convex-type tool commonly used in conventional friction      

stir welding. Fig. 1(a) shows the overall shape and        

movement of the tool. In this research, the tool's        

behavior was examined under a displacement-controlled     

load of 3 mm, inserted at a rotational speed of 1400 rpm,           

and transported at a welding speed of 100 mm/min.        

Fig. 1(b) illustrates the shape and dimensions of the        

pin's tip and shoulder. The tip has a diameter and         

height of 3 mm and 2.5 mm, respectively, while the         

shoulder has a diameter of 20 mm and an angle of          

140o. The finite element analysis model applied the       

material properties of the WC-12%Co tool, which      

had an elastic modulus of 600 GPa and a Poisson's         

ratio of 0.2. The tool model consisted of a total of     

11,605 hexahedral elements (C3D8), with 4,710 elements     

representing the contact surfaces.

To analyze the wear occurring in the tool, the well-     

known Archard wear model was employed[8]. Equation     

(1) represents the Archard wear model, where the     

wear rate per unit time ( ) is related to the wear     

coefficient (k), contact pressure (p), material hardness     

(H), and sliding velocity (V). These parameters can be     

calculated using the wear coefficient, contact pressure,     

and relative sliding velocity in the finite element     

analysis.

(1)

To capture the three-dimensional behaviour of the     

tool, both rotational and translational motions were     

considered to calculate the sliding velocity (Fig. 2). The     

sliding velocity due to rotational motion was determined     

at each node by substituting the angular velocity with     

the linear velocity using Equation (2) over the time     

increments. Subsequently, the rotational sliding velocity     

and translational sliding velocity, which were converted     

for each node, were vectorially summed using Equation     

(3) to obtain the final sliding velocity.

(2)

(3)

The wear finite element analysis was performed     

using the commercial finite element software ABAQUS     

along with the FORTRAN-based subroutine umeshmo-     

tion [9]. The wear analysis process is illustrated in     

Fig. 3.

Firstly, the contact pressure and sliding velocity     

w
·

Fig. 1. Conventional frictional stir welding tool behavior

(a) and conventional fictional stir welding tool dimension 

including the finite element(b). Fig. 2. Definition of tool sliding velocity.
Vol. 39, No. 3, June 2023
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were computed for each node over the time increments,        

and the wear volume was calculated using the Archard        

wear equation. Subsequently, iterative calculations were     

carried out at all nodes within the contact interface,        

employing adaptive meshing techniques to enhance     

computational convergence and accuracy with respect     

to element deformation during the structural analysis      

[9]. Finally, the analysis concluded upon reaching the       

final analysis time. 

The adaptive meshing technique improves the accuracy      

of results in structural analysis by reconfiguring elements       

in regions with significant deformation. This method      

calculates the wear rate per unit time based on the         

contact pressure and sliding velocity according to the       

Archard's wear law, and applies it to the modeling.        

The mesh is then rearranged into a suitable form.        

This iterative process determines the cumulative wear.      

The finite element analysis program used in this study,        

ABAQUS, reconstructs elements through Eulerian    

analysis. This process consists of two parts: new       

element creation (sweeping) and variable redistribution     

(advection). In the advection step, the Lax-Wendroff      

technique is employed to account for spatial and temporal        

changes. This technique has a significant impact on       

simulations where the contact area changes over time[9].

3. Results and Discussion

In this study, the validity of the wear finite element         

analysis model was evaluated through two approaches.      

The first approach involved comparing the experimentally      

obtained cumulative wear volume with the predicted      

wear volume obtained from the wear finite element     

analysis model, in order to assess the adequacy of the     

modelling conditions. The second approach involved     

comparing the agreement between the actual surface     

morphology formed after wear experiments and the     

predicted surface morphology obtained from the wear     

finite element analysis model.

To validate the wear finite element analysis model,     

wear experiments were conducted under actual welding     

conditions. Fig. 4 shows the external appearance of     

the tool after the experiments. The welding conditions     

included a tool insertion depth of 3 mm, a rotational     

speed of 1400 rpm, and a welding speed of 100 mm/min.

The wear finite element analysis is significantly     

influenced by the size of elements and the numerical     

time increment, which can affect the analysis accuracy.     

Therefore, it is necessary to quantitatively analyse these     

influences. In this study, a parameter called Cv was used     

to compare the influences of element size (dx), time     

increment (dt), and sliding speed (V) on the accuracy of     

wear analysis for the tool [10], defined as (V  ·  dt) / dx.     

Each Cv condition was calculated for sliding speeds     

of 1400 rpm, element sizes of 0.2, 0.4, and 0.5 mm, and     

time increments ranging from 0.001 to 0.05s. Conse-     

quently, Cv values of 5.1, 10.3, 25.7, 51.3, and 102.6     

were determined.

Fig. 5 depicts the relative error in cumulative wear     

volume according to the Cv conditions. The relative error     

represents the difference, expressed as a percentage,     

between the wear analysis results and the cumulative     

wear volume obtained from wear experiments. As a     

result, the combination of (dt, dx) values, specifically     

(0.005 s, 0.5 mm), (0.004 s, 0.4 mm), and (0.002 s, 0.2 mm),     

with Cv equal to 10.3, exhibited the smallest relative     

error. This indicates that the difference between the     

wear analysis results and the wear experimental results     

was minimal. Cv increases as dt increases, which implies     

Fig. 3. Program flowchart for wear simulation.

Fig. 4. Appearance of tool after wear test.
Tribol. Lubr., 39(3) 2023
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that when the time increment is larger, the wear rate         

calculated per increment also increases, potentially     

leading to increased errors. Therefore, to ensure reliable       

wear analysis, both dx and dt should be considered to         

select the optimal Cv value.

Subsequently, when comparing the wear analysis results      

and the tool profile obtained from wear experiments, the        

combination of (0.004s, 0.4 mm) exhibited the closest       

resemblance to the experimental profile (Fig. 6) among       

the three conditions with Cv of 10.3. As shown in         

Fig. 7, both the experimental and analytical profiles       

revealed relatively higher wear quantities at the pin       

center and the contact region between the pin and the         

shoulder. Furthermore, in the experimental results at      

positions −8 ~ −6 mm and 6~8 mm along the tool          

diameter, as well as in the vicinity of −2 mm and          

2mm, a melted configuration was observed instead of       

wear prior to the test. This phenomenon was attributed        

to the adherence of molten material to the tool due     

to the nature of the welding process, and thus, a     

wear depth of 0 was assumed for these locations. It     

was observed that the depth of wear, as determined     

by both experiments and analysis, exhibited a similar     

trend in the shoulder region, where wear occurred     

stably within the −6 ~ −4 mm and 4 ~ 6 mm ranges.     

The reason for the relatively higher wear in the shoulder     

region compared to the pin region is believed to be     

the increasing rotational velocity as the distance from     

the tool's center increases.

4. Conclusions

This study developed a finite element analysis model     

capable of calculating the cumulative wear volume of     

conventional friction stir welding tools and predicting     

the tool profile after wear. The developed finite element     

analysis model was validated by comparing the cumula-     

tive wear volume and tool profile with experimental     

results, using the parameter Cv. Present finite element     

analysis model successfully predicted the actual cumu-     

lative wear volume and tool profile if an appropriate     

Cv value was chosen. Furthermore, we argue that it is     

crucial to select the optimal value of Cv for each     

analytical model to ensure the validity of wear analysis,     

as we have observed variations in the Cv value     

depending on the structure and mechanical behavior     

of the analyzed subject, along with reference 10.
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